**Abstract**

Mental health (MH) does not only mean the mere absence of psychiatric disorders but also the presence of well-being. Competitive athletes are exposed to risk factors for poor MH specific to the competitive sport context. One such risk factor are athletic career transitions, whereby the junior-to-senior-level transition (JST) is considered one of the most difficult of within career transitions. During this time, developmental changes must be mastered on a psychological, athletic, and educational level and conflicts that occur between the different areas of life, such as school, family, and sports can become more acute. JST is thus a particularly vulnerable period for the MH of competitive sport athletes. In this article, we describe a counseling approach that seems well suited to promote the MH of JST athletes within a sport psychology consulting setting. The approach is based on self-determination theory and ego-state theory. We illustrate the application of our counseling approach with an exemplary case. Finally, we provide recommendations...
for how sport psychology practitioners can promote MH in JST athletes.

**Zusammenfassung**


**Introduction**

Mental health (MH) not only means the mere absence of psychiatric disorders and subclinical symptoms but also includes the level of positive functioning of individuals (i.e., well-being [1,2]). Poor MH leads to much suffering and high costs, both globally and in Switzerland [3-5]. Data show that nearly one-fifth of the Swiss population feels impaired by MH problems, with younger people being affected more often than older people [6]. MH is fundamental for human flourishing and it is of particular interest in the context of competitive sports. Why is this the case?

At first glance, one might think that MH is not very important in competitive sports because it is a well-documented fact that exercise is an effective treatment for depression [7] and because athletes are often presented as role models of human resilience. However, this image of the invulnerable athlete is wrong, as findings indicate that athletes are affected by mental disorders to the same degree as the general population [8]. It also makes sense to distinguish between regular exercise as a hobby and competitive sports because some stressors specific to the competitive sports context [9]may endanger MH. Examples of such sport-specific stressors are injuries [10] or athletic transitions [11,12].

In the sport psychology community exists a broad consensus that MH should be a priority goal throughout an athletic career and beyond [13-16]. However, the realization of this goal is not always successful, as reports show that the sport system has compromised athletes’ MH, including in Switzerland [17,18]. These reports underline how important it is to understand how athletes’ MH can be protected and promoted, which can be carried out in a variety of ways. Examples are educational campaigns to increase MH literacy or setting up a system of screening athletes in vulnerable phases [14,15]. In this article, we highlight yet another way in which MH can be promoted. Specifically, we illustrate what sport psychology practitioners can do to promote MH in the consultation context. In doing so, we focus on a population of athletes whose MH is particularly vulnerable, namely those in the transition from junior to senior level.

The junior-to-senior-level transition (JST) is considered the most difficult of within-career athletic
transitions [11,12]. Most athletes are in JST at about 17–19 years of age [19], an age when people in general are at risk of MH problems, such as depression, due to the developmental challenges they face [20,21]. In fact, during JST, important developmental tasks have to be mastered simultaneously at psychological, educational, and athletic levels [19], and conflicts that occur among the different areas of life, such as school, family, and sports, can become more acute (i.e., life-sport conflicts [22]). Initial data on athletes indicate that the main onset of MH problems occurs at 19 years, and 50% of onsets occur in the 17–21 age range, thus supporting the claim that during JST, MH is especially vulnerable [23].

In this article, our aim is to describe a counseling approach that seems well suited to promoting JST athletes’ MH. We focus on basic psychological needs on two levels [24,25]: First, guided by self-determination theory (SDT [26]), we ask to what extent is the sport, family, and school environment able to satisfy athletes’ basic psychological needs? Second, guided by ego state theory (EST [27-31]), we ask on the level of the person, which intraindividual parts are activated to satisfy basic psychological needs?

**Description of the counseling approach**

The first main theory that guides our counseling approach is SDT, a comprehensive theory about human motivation and personality. SDT states that people have three basic psychological needs: autonomy (feeling that one has a choice regarding one's behavior), competence (feeling that one can control an outcome and experience mastery), and relatedness (feeling accepted by one's social milieu [32]). This theory assumes that if the social environment, especially involving significant others such as parents and coaches, enables the satisfaction of these needs, this is associated with better MH. In contrast, when basic needs are thwarted, this is associated with poorer MH [33].

The guiding questions for sport psychologists that can be derived against the background of SDT are the following: Which of the three basic needs are currently not satisfied or even threatened? Does the athlete's environment (especially significant others) allow the satisfaction of basic needs? Which of the basic needs can athletes satisfy effectively? From our point of view, it makes sense to ask these questions separately for each of the most important contexts in which athletes live: the family, sport, and school. Based on the extent of basic needs satisfaction, the next guiding questions serve as the bases for appropriate interventions: What should be changed in the different contexts so that athletes can satisfy their basic needs? How can I support athletes in realizing the potential for basic needs satisfaction that the environment offers?

The second main theory that guides our counseling approach is EST. The concept of ego states is closely related to schemata and refers to behavioral and experiential syndromes that people develop in their lives to satisfy and protect their basic psychological needs [25,30]. We can think of ego states as neural networks, each comprising specific cognitions, emotions, and bodily sensations [31]. The origin of ego states is influenced by various constitutional, developmental, and socialization processes (e.g., differentiation, introjection of significant others, violations of basic needs, or traumas [25,28]). At the same time, strong interests play a role in the development of ego states (e.g., an athlete's passionate attachment to a sport [28]).

Ego states are functional in their intention to satisfy and protect psychological needs. However, the way ego states manifest themselves may have effects that are unfavorable for athletic performance and well-being (i.e., destructive-acting ego states [31]). For example, an athlete's fear of making mistakes in training is an ego state that aims to protect the need for competence (“If I make a mistake, I am a failure.”).
However, this has an unfavorable effect on athletic development because too few learning experiences take place. Another example is the fear of disappointing significant others — an ego state that aims to protect the need for relatedness to important people (“If I lose, they won't like me anymore.”). However, this leads to the athlete becoming extremely tense in pressure situations, since not only athletic success but also the relationship to important others is at stake. EST implies that athletes who can satisfy their needs behind such destructive-acting ego states will be better able to cope with the daily challenges of competitive sports and benefit their MH [28].

Besides destructive-acting ego states, there are resourceful ego states. Our practical experience shows that, in athletes, these resourceful ego states usually appear in the form of deep enjoyment of the movements typical of a sport and the intrinsic desire to compete with others. During JST, these resourceful ego states may be pushed into the background. In sport psychological consultations, adolescent competitive athletes sometimes report transition from a “carefree everyday sporting life” to one characterized by various forms of pressure. Such reports are typical for JST, a phase in which, for example, pressure to succeed or the pressure of selection in sport occur, but also time-related pressure at school can intensify. Against the background of EST, it is beneficial for athletes’ MH if their resourceful ego states are strengthened in counseling [28].

Within EST, psychoeducation can be used to help athletes recognize that ego states provide vital information and serve an important psychological function (i.e., protecting and satisfying basic needs). Conversations about the individual development of ego states can help athletes understand them. Psychological skills or techniques, such as mindfulness [34], self-compassion [35], relaxation [36], and imagery [37], can be used to help athletes engage with all states within themselves, especially those that are more difficult and unpleasant (for more techniques, see 28). These and other techniques (e.g., goal-directed self-instructions [28]) can help athletes repeatedly activate and train resourceful ego states in everyday life. Research data show that interventions based on EST decrease competitive athletes’ stress levels [38].

The guiding questions for sport psychologists that can be derived against the background of EST are the following: How can I recognize the different ego states of athletes (e.g., in body posture, voice, and facial expression)? It is important to make athletes aware of the changes in their physical, vocal, and facial expressions. How can I help athletes to understand and accept their destructive-acting ego states so that they do not take up too much space in competition and training and lead to mental blocks? How can I help athletes activate resourceful ego states? As a rule, these can be activated when asking athletes about their history in competitive sports, their greatest successes, and their reasons for choosing a particular sport.
Exemplary case

The following exemplary youth athlete case is based on information from several real cases, whereby this information has been additionally modified to make it impossible to draw conclusions about the real cases. After briefly describing the case, we show how we proceeded based on our counseling approach (i.e., the promotion of basic psychological needs with regard to the athlete’s environment according to SDT and overcoming destructive-acting ego states and activating resourceful ego states according to EST). Note that we have summarized the processes that usually take place over several consultative meetings.

Selma (18 years old) plays ball sports on a team, with a successful career so far in junior categories and national youth selection squads. Selma had ambitious goals for her career, which had been carefree and successful for a long time. Selma tells how she always passionately loved her sport. Right now, Selma is in a long rehabilitation phase after an injury. Until recently, she was considered a great young talent, was a regular player in the youth team, and was about to make the jump to the first team. Now she hardly ever plays. Her mood is becoming increasingly worse, and her parents fear that she is depressed. This results in their hardly giving her any space. Selma is feeling increasingly hopeless and has a distant relationship with the new coach, who hardly communicates with her. Selma is losing faith in regaining her strengths in her sport and has expressed her desire to quit competitive sports. Changing clubs is difficult because of her parents’ strong connections to the current club. In school, Selma keeps up her academic performance effortlessly.

To improve the relationship between the coach and Selma, it would be useful to have a clarifying conversation, which Selma and her parents do not want. Because of her parents’ concerns, Selma withdrew further, which can be understood as an expression of her need for autonomy. The possibilities of gaining autonomy for Selma were explored with the parents. Psychoeducational discussions on pubertal behaviors and depressive symptoms were effective (i.e., giving more space, allowing withdrawal, asking less, and not suggesting their worry). In addition, the parents were encouraged to reflect on their loyalty to the old club. In the course of counseling, Selma dared to talk to her parents about changing clubs and
organized trial trainings in other clubs. These went very positively, and Selma was able to change to a club where the needs for relatedness, competence, and autonomy are better satisfied. The destructive-acting ego state that mainly showed up in Selma was an accusing and whining one. Among other things, it showed itself in a tearful voice. In everyday training, this ego state led to unfavorable statements by Selma. This was detrimental to the athlete–coach relationship and obstructed the actual desire for recognition (i.e., her need for competence). However, the destructive-acting ego state also referred to her parents, who tended to control her too much. Explaining EST in a psychoeducational way, Selma understood that behind this was a legitimate need for autonomy. In Selma’s narrative of the past, the resourceful ego states of her huge passion for her sport and an intrinsic desire to compete with others became apparent. This was evident in her facial expressions and body posture. The introduction of healing imagery and visualizing technique training allowed Selma to feel these sport-specific resourceful ego states during the rehabilitation phase and gave her a sense of control over her actions (i.e., satisfied her need for autonomy). With the help of body awareness, imaginative exercises, and questioning Selma in detail about her feelings of success, she succeeded in activating her resourceful ego states more often (i.e., satisfied her need for competence). Over time, Selma appeared more balanced, and her overall intrinsic motivation increased.

**Recommendations for sport psychologist practitioners working with JST athletes**

A prerequisite for the presented counseling approach is (as in every counseling) a trusting relationship between the athlete and the sport psychologist, as well as a clear explanation about confidentiality and whether and under which conditions the persons from the athlete's environment may be involved in the counseling. In general, sport psychologist should also be aware of their own competencies and limits, such as when psychotherapeutic or psychiatric support is required if they lack the appropriate qualifications. Sport psychologists working with JST athletes should be aware of the challenges that this phase involves. In other words, they should know that this is a period in an athlete's life when MH is vulnerable, as important changes happen in sports and in school, in addition to psychological development steps. Furthermore, it makes sense for sport psychologists to intervene in an age-appropriate way, i.e. by working with images and emotions, especially with young athletes. In this regard, EST provides a wide repertoire of interventions [29].

To best understand the status of the basic psychological needs and key ego states, sport psychologists should obtain as comprehensive a picture of the athlete as possible. This includes inquiring about the athlete’s past and present experiences, main interests (also outside of sports), and relationships with the most important reference persons in and outside of sports. Ideally, sport psychologists learn about difficult life events. This is because these, as well as sedentary interests and thwarted or unmet basic psychological needs, can interfere with everyday sporting life and can be a reason for poor MH or bad performance. To promote MH of JST athletes, sport psychologists can follow SDT to generate ideas about what the environment should provide in order for athletes to develop positively and be mentally healthy. EST can further serve sport psychologists to support athletes in overcoming inner barriers and strengthening resources. EST helps create an internal environment that enables athletes to negotiate with the different sides within themselves. This leads athletes to better recognize, if destructive-acting ego states are active and become better able to activate resourceful ego states. This could in turn enable them to have a stronger sense of self-control and self-efficacy, leading to better MH.
Practical implications

- Be aware that the transition from junior to senior level is a vulnerable phase for athletes' mental health, as it involves developmental changes in several dimensions (i.e., psychological, educational, and athletic).
- Help athletes meet their basic needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness to enhance their mental health. If possible, involve significant others in the athletes' environment who can effectively change need-satisfying potentials.
- Find the functionality behind destructive-acting ego states and enable athletes to better identify and advocate for their basic needs.
- Help athletes develop rituals for daily life to activate and strengthen their resourceful ego states.
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